Chapter 1

The LGBT challenge: How to better include sexual and gender minorities?
Introduction

There is still a long way to go before lesbians, gay men, bisexuals and transgender individuals – commonly referred to as “LGBT people” (Box 1.1) – meet full-fledged legal acceptance. Same-sex sexual acts have become legal in all OECD countries where they were formerly criminalised, as have hormonal therapy or gender-reassignment surgery. Nevertheless, only half of OECD countries have legalised same-sex marriage throughout their national territory, and less than a third allow for a change of gender on official documents to match gender identity without forcing the transgender person to undergo sterilisation, sex-reassignment surgery, hormonal therapy or a psychiatric diagnosis. Steps backward have also been witnessed. Some OECD countries have introduced a constitutional ban on same-sex marriage, and the very possibility of a person being legally recognised as transgender is questioned in some others. Overall, LGBT people are still stigmatised and exposed to various forms of discrimination, despite the fact that some LGBT individuals managed to make it to the top.

Discrimination is not only ethically unacceptable, it also entails substantial economic and social costs. Anti-LGBT discrimination hinders economic development through a wide range of channels. It causes lower investment in human capital due to LGBT-phobic bullying at school and poor returns, it reduces economic output by excluding LGBT talents from the labour market, it undermines productivity by impairing LGBT people’s mental health, it erodes public finances through significant spending on social and health services to address the consequences of LGBT people’s marginalisation, etc. Anti-LGBT discrimination is also detrimental to social cohesion through the persistence of restrictive gender norms that impede gender equality more broadly speaking and, hence, the expansion of social and economic roles, especially for women (Valfort, 2017[1]). The inclusion of sexual and gender minorities should therefore become a top policy priority for OECD governments.

This chapter provides a comprehensive overview of data and evidence on the number of LGBT people and their socio-economic situation in OECD countries. It confirms that anti-LGBT discrimination hampers the economic prospects and mental health of millions and highlights best-practices to create more inclusive environments for sexual and gender minorities.

This chapter addresses the following three main questions:

- **How many people are lesbian, gay, bisexual and transgender?** The first section of this chapter presents a stocktaking of statistical sources to identify LGBT people in OECD countries. It reveals that the share of individuals who self-identify as LGBT is sizeable, and on the rise.

- **How do LGBT people fare?** The second section explores the extent to which LGBT individuals are penalised. After underlining that acceptance of LGBT people in OECD countries remains limited, this section provides a wide range of evidence that anti-LGBT discrimination is a reality. It also demonstrates that LGBT people show worse mental health outcomes across the board, at least partly due to stigma.
What policies can improve LGBT inclusion? The final section examines what governments can do to ensure greater inclusion of sexual and gender minorities. It identifies a range of key policies, from making LGBT individuals and the penalties they face visible in national statistics, to enacting and enforcing anti-discrimination and equality laws and policies. Educating people in countering their unconscious biases also constitutes a critical component of any policy package aiming to combat anti-LGBT discrimination.

Box 1.1. Who are LGBT people?

LGBT is the acronym for “lesbian, gay, bisexual and transgender”. LGBT people are defined with respect to two distinct characteristics: sexual orientation and gender identity. Sexual orientation refers to a person’s capacity for profound emotional and sexual attraction to, and intimate and sexual relations with opposite-sex individuals, same-sex individuals, or both opposite- and same-sex individuals. Sexual orientation allows for differentiating between heterosexuals, lesbians, gay men and bisexuals. Gender identity refers to a person’s internal sense of being masculine, feminine, or androgynous. As such, it permits distinguishing between transgender and cisgender individuals, a transgender (resp. cisgender) person being one whose gender identity differs from (resp. matches) her/his biological sex at birth. Because they differ to the majority in terms of sexual orientation and gender identity, LGBT people are also referred to as “sexual and gender minorities”.

The focus on LGBT individuals allows for addressing some of the issues intersex people face. Intersex people are born with physical, hormonal or genetic features that are neither wholly female nor wholly male. Due to this non-binary pattern, LGBT individuals are overrepresented among intersex people, which explains that the letter “I” is often added to the LGBT acronym to include intersex people. Among a non-representative sample of 272 intersex individuals in Australia, 52% self-identified as lesbians, gay men or bisexuals and 8% self-identified as being transgender (Jones et al., 2016[2]).

Due to the absence of questions on individuals’ intersex status in nationally representative surveys, the situation of intersex people cannot be analysed in this chapter. This lack of evidence does not mean, however, that the inclusion of intersex people is a minor issue. Evidence suggests that intersex people constitute a sizeable minority. To date, two studies have tried to provide a comprehensive estimate of the intersex population, based on a meta-analysis of medical research articles. Their measure varies from 0.5% (van Lisdonk, 2014[3]) to 1.7% (Blackless et al., 2000[4]) of the total population.

1.1. How many people are lesbian, gay, bisexual and transgender?

No census has ever asked questions on sexual orientation and/or gender identity to identify LGB and transgender people, and only a few nationally representative surveys contain such questions. The bulk of population-based surveys identify the LGBT population in an indirect way, namely through the sex of the respondent’s partner. But this approach focuses on individuals who live with a same-sex partner, a group that is not representative of the LGBT population as a whole.

To date, only 15 OECD countries have included a question on sexual self-identification in at least one of their nationally representative surveys conducted by national statistical offices or other public institutions. These countries are: Australia, Canada, Chile, Denmark, France, Germany, Iceland, Ireland, Italy, Mexico, New Zealand, Norway, Sweden, the United Kingdom and the United States. By asking individuals how they think of themselves (with
the following options available: “Heterosexual”, “Homosexual”, “Bisexual”, “Other”, “Don’t know” and “Refused”), the question on sexual self-identification allows targeting people who self-identify as lesbian, gay or bisexual. The United States have been the most active in collecting this information, with at least 10 nationally representative surveys collecting information on sexual self-identification.

In the 14 OECD countries where estimates are available, LGB people account for 2.7% of the adult population on average (Figure 1.1). In other words, in these 14 OECD countries, at least 17 million adults self-identify as LGBT – 17 million adults is a lower bound since transgender people are not counted due to data gaps (see Section 1.1.2) –, which is as large as the total population of Chile or the Netherlands.

Figure 1.1. A sizeable minority self-identifies as lesbian, gay or bisexual
Percentage of adults who self-identify as lesbians, gay men or bisexuals in the past decade in selected OECD countries

1.1.1. Zooming in on LGB people

Further analysis of the estimates of the LGB population reported in Figure 1.1 shows a fairly equal breakdown across homosexuals and bisexuals, with the exception of Chile, Germany and Sweden. The proportion of homosexuals within the LGB population ranges from 44% in France to 58% in Norway (Figure 1.2). Women are as likely to report a LGB identity as their male counterparts. But this pattern masks heterogeneity across LGB subgroups: compared to men, women are less likely to self-identify as homosexual, but more likely to self-identify as bisexual.

Variation in the share of LGB people across countries critically depends on LGB people’s willingness to answer questions dealing with sexual self-identification, in a context where heterosexuality is still widely perceived as the norm or default sexual orientation. Consequently, survey methods that do not provide respondents with a sufficient sense of privacy, i.e. when the survey is based on computer-assisted personal interviewing or computer-assisted telephone interviewing, have proven to generate substantial underreporting of an LGB identity (Valfort, 2017[1]).
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Data underlying Figure 1.1 confirm that estimates of the LGB population are significantly higher when they originate from surveys where the question on sexual self-identification is completed by the respondent, rather than by the interviewer. This pattern holds even within the same country: of the eight US-based representative surveys for which LGB data are publicly available, four ask the question on sexual self-identification in the framework of a self-administered module. They reveal a share of LGB people equal to 4.6%, as opposed to 2.9% when attention is restricted to the four surveys that exclusively rely on computer-assisted personal interviewing or computer-assisted telephone interviewing.

Although they allow for identifying people who view themselves as lesbian, gay or bisexual, questions on sexual self-identification underestimate the share of people who are LGB from a more objective point of view, i.e. based on their sexual behaviour or sexual attraction (Box 1.2). The size of the LGB population is 70% larger when it is calculated based on individuals’ sexual behaviour (instead of individuals’ sexual self-identification), and more than twice as large when sexual attraction is taken as a criteria (Figure 1.3).

That the share of LGB people reaches its maximum with measures of sexual attraction and its minimum with measures of sexual self-identification is not surprising. Sexual attraction is indeed a more inclusive concept than sexual behaviour, which is itself more inclusive than sexual self-identification: not all people who feel attracted to same-sex people engage in same-sex sexual behaviour, and not all people who engage in same-sex sexual behaviour view themselves as lesbian, gay or bisexual. But another explanation flows from the observation that LGB people are more likely to refrain from disclosing who they are if they are asked to self-identify as lesbians, gay men or bisexuals, rather than specify the sex of the persons with whom they have sex or to whom they feel sexually attracted (Coffman, Coffman and Ericson, 2017).
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Figure 1.3. Questions on sexual self-identification yield lower estimates of the share of LGB people than questions on sexual behaviour or sexual attraction

Percentage of LGB adults by measures of sexual orientation in the past decade in selected OECD countries

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Country</th>
<th>Sexual self-identification as LGB</th>
<th>Any same-sex sexual behaviour</th>
<th>Any same-sex sexual attraction</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ASHR 2012-2013</td>
<td>10.8</td>
<td>3.3</td>
<td>4.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CCHS 2016</td>
<td>4.8</td>
<td>1.8</td>
<td>3.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Contexte de la sexualité 2006</td>
<td>4.8</td>
<td>2.7</td>
<td>3.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SSHR 2005</td>
<td>5.6</td>
<td>2.0</td>
<td>3.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Survey on discrimination 2011</td>
<td>1.6</td>
<td>1.6</td>
<td>3.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NZHS 2014-2015</td>
<td>2.9</td>
<td>3.0</td>
<td>6.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Living conditions 2008</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>1.9</td>
<td>1.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Norway</td>
<td>1.9</td>
<td>2.7</td>
<td>5.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NESARC 2012-2013</td>
<td>8.3</td>
<td>2.9</td>
<td>4.8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: The figure presents only one survey by country but similar results emerge with other surveys.
Source: OECD calculations based the surveys reported in Annex Table 1.A.1.

Box 1.2. Asking questions about sexual orientation in surveys

Respondents’ sexual orientation can be measured through three different types of questions (Williams Institute, 2009[6]):

- **Questions on sexual self-identification**
  - They capture how the respondent identifies his/her sexual orientation
  - They typically read as follows: Which of the following options best describes how you think of yourself?
    - Straight (Heterosexual)
    - Gay or Lesbian (Homosexual)
    - Bisexual
    - Other
    - Don’t know/Refused
  - Questions on sexual self-identification are asked in the framework of nationally representative surveys conducted by public institutions in 15 OECD countries (Annex Table 1.A.1).

- **Questions on sexual behaviour**
  - They capture the sex of the respondent’s sex partner(s)
  - They typically read as follows: In the past [time period e.g. year] who have you had sex with?
    - I have exclusively had female sex partners
    - I have had mostly female sex partners and at least one male sex partner
    - I have had approximately equal numbers of female and male sex partners
    - I have had mostly male sex partners and at least one female sex partner

StatLink: http://dx.doi.org/10.1787/888933938002
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1.1.2. What about transgender individuals?

 Estimates of the transgender population remain scarce. To the best of our knowledge, only three OECD countries collect information on gender identity in one of their nationally representative surveys: the United States since 2013, Chile since 2015 and Denmark since 2017 (Annex Table 1.A.2).

 Transgender individuals stand for a smaller minority than LGB people. Based on the latest estimates available, their percentage in the adult population ranges from 0.1% in Chile to 0.3% in the United States (estimates of the transgender population in Denmark have not been released yet). Yet, these estimates do not rely on best-practices to collect information on gender identity (Box 1.3).

 Box 1.3. **Asking questions about gender identity in surveys**

 There are different ways to identify transgender people in nationally representative surveys. It can be done either through a one-step approach or through a multiple-step approach (Williams Institute, 2014[7]):

 In the one-step approach, the respondent is asked whether she considers herself to be transgender (ideally by providing a clear definition of what “transgender” means), with the following options available: “Yes, male-to-female transgender”; “Yes, female-to-male transgender”; “Yes, gender-nonconforming transgender” (a person who does not conform to either of the binary definitions of male or female); “No”; “Don’t know”, “Refused”. This approach has been implemented by the Population Assessment of Tobacco and Health survey in the United States since 2013.
1.1.3. The share of LGBT people is on the rise

The percentage of individuals who self-identify as homosexuals or bisexuals has been increasing over time, which may reflect the general public becoming more open to LGBT people. Figure 1.4 presents the evolution of the share of individuals who self-identify as LGB, for a subset of surveys for which estimates of the LGB population in different survey rounds are available. Over a period of seven years, which is the average period of time between two survey rounds, this share rose by about 50%.

Figure 1.4. The share of people who self-identify as LGB increases over time
Evolution of the percentage of adults who self-identify as lesbians, gay men or bisexuals in selected OECD countries

The Gallup Daily tracking survey offers another striking illustration that the share of LGBT people is on the rise. Since 2012, this nationally representative survey has asked nearly two million US adults whether they personally identify as lesbian, gay, bisexual or...
transgender. The results reveal a clear increasing trend: the share of people who self-identify as LGBT rises from 3.5% in 2012 to 4.5% in 2017 (Figure 1.5). This trend is likely to continue in the future, since it is driven by younger cohorts. In 2017, only 1.4% of people born before 1945 consider themselves as LGBT, against 2.4% among baby boomers (born between 1946 and 1964), 3.5% among Generation X (born between 1965 and 1979), and 8.2% among millennials (born between 1980 and 1999).

Figure 1.5. **The share of LGBT people is likely to continue rising in the future**

Evolution of the percentage of US adults identifying as LGBT

![Figure 1.5: The share of LGBT people is likely to continue rising in the future](https://news.gallup.com/poll/234863/estimate-lgbt-population-rises.asp)

Source: https://news.gallup.com/poll/234863/estimate-lgbt-population-rises.asp.

http://dx.doi.org/10.1787/888933938040

### 1.2. How do LGBT people fare?

Previous studies have documented a shift toward greater acceptance of sexual and gender minorities, but evidence suggests that there is still a long way to go before LGBT people can benefit from full-fledged recognition (Valfort, 2017[1]). This section first analyses attitudes toward LGBT people in OECD countries. It then investigates the extent of anti-LGBT discrimination and explores how it affects LGBT people's well-being.

#### 1.2.1. Attitudes toward LGBT people

Cross-continent surveys on attitudes toward homosexuals have been conducted since 1981, while surveys on attitudes toward transgender people are more recent, with data first collected in 2012. No nationwide or cross-country survey captures attitudes toward bisexual people.

**Acceptance of homosexuality and its evolution over time**

There has been a shift toward greater acceptance of homosexuality, but homophobia remains widespread. Even across OECD countries, which rank among the most tolerant countries worldwide, the average respondent is only halfway to full social acceptance of homosexuality, scoring five on a 1-to-10 acceptance scale (Figure 1.6; Box 1.4). This average masks important disparities across countries, with the score of Iceland (8.3) more than five times as high as that of Turkey (1.6). Yet, with the exception of a few countries, attitudes toward homosexuality improved considerably over the past three decades.³
Figure 1.6. **Despite improvements, acceptance of homosexuality remains limited**


Note: Acceptance of homosexuality is measured on a scale from 1 to 10, where 1 means that homosexuality is never justifiable and 10 means that it is always justifiable.

Source: OECD compilation based on AsiaBarometer, European Values Survey, Latinobarometro and World Values Survey (see Box 1.4 for more details).

---

Box 1.4. **Measuring acceptance of homosexuality on international surveys**

Prominent cross-continent or regional surveys have included two different questions on acceptance of homosexuality. The first captures the degree to which homosexuality is considered as "justifiable", on any ground, by the respondent: *Please tell me whether you think homosexuality can always be justified, never be justified, or something in between using this card* (the card being a scale from 1 to 10, where 1 means that homosexuality is never justifiable and 10 means that it is always justifiable). This question is part of a battery of several questions about controversial behaviours and issues (e.g. abortion, divorce, euthanasia, prostitution, etc.) that have been asked in the following cross-country surveys: the AsiaBarometer, the European Values Survey, the Latinobarometro and the World Values Survey. The second question reflects whether the respondent would be comfortable with homosexuals as neighbours and has been asked in the AmericasBarometer, the European Values Survey, the Latinobarometro and the World Values Survey. In principle, the question asked by Gallup in their yearly cross-continent survey could be a third option: *Is the city or area where you live a good place or not a good place to live for gay or lesbian people?* However, this question provides less a measure of respondents’ own attitude toward homosexuality than of their perception of local social acceptance of gay men and lesbians. Moreover, this question has been asked only starting from the late 2000s, which limits the possibility to study the evolution of attitudes toward homosexuals over time.

In this section, acceptance of homosexuality is computed based on the question on the justifiability of homosexuality. Two reasons motivate this choice:

- First, the wording of the question on the justifiability of homosexuality is the same across surveys. This consistency is not the case for the question on acceptance of homosexuals as neighbours. In fact, the AmericasBarometer is the only survey where this question explicitly refers to "homosexuals": *Are you comfortable with homosexuals as neighbours?* (with the following options available: "Do not have a problem with having
Acceptance of homosexuality is greater among women, younger adults, the better educated and people living in urban areas (Figure 1.7). The finding that women are more open to homosexuality than men is explained by the more negative attitudes of men toward gay men (Kite and Whitley, 1996[8]). In fact, men's acceptance of lesbians is similar to women's acceptance of both lesbians and gay men.

Figure 1.7. **Acceptance of homosexuality is greater among women, younger adults, the better educated and people living in urban areas**

Acceptance of homosexuality in OECD countries (2001-2014), by socio-demographic group

Note: Acceptance of homosexuality is measured on a scale from 1 to 10, where 1 means that homosexuality is never justifiable and 10 means that it is always justifiable.

Source: OECD compilation based on AsiaBarometer, European Values Survey, Latinobarometro and World Values Survey.

Young people are also more likely to show positive views on homosexuality. While the score on the “justifiability of homosexuality” scale reaches 6.0 (on a 1-to-10 acceptance scale) for people aged between 15 and 29, this score drops to 4.4 for people above 50 (Figure 1.7). These age differences can have two different causes: 1) an “ageing effect”, whereby individuals become less accepting as they grow older; 2) a “cohort effect”, whereby younger generations are exposed to social forces conducive to greater acceptance of sexual minorities. Evidence to date suggests that the latter effect is at work. A recent study provides a within-cohort analysis that reveals no substantial change in attitudes toward
homosexuality over time and across a wide range of countries (Smith, Son and Kim, 2014[9]). That said, older cohorts are not fully impervious to the spread of more liberal views on homosexuality. An analysis of attitudinal changes in Canada and the United States identifies remarkable improvements over time in acceptance of homosexuality within all cohorts, which questions the conventional wisdom according to which opinions on controversial social issues would be formed by early adulthood and change little with age (Andersen and Fetner, 2008[10]).

Education seems to play a major role in explaining differences in attitudes toward homosexuality: the score of individuals with a college education (6.1) is two points higher than that of individuals who have, at most, a lower-secondary education (4.1) (Figure 1.7). This result may be in part due to education’s correlation with complex reasoning that increases individuals’ tolerance to nonconformity (Ohlander, Batalova and Treas, 2005[11]).

Finally, Figure 1.7 also reveals greater acceptance of homosexuality in urban than in rural settings. Consistent with this finding, evidence shows that same-sex couples are significantly more likely to locate in urban areas than do opposite-sex couples – Black, Sanders, & Taylor (2007[12]) in the United States; Rault (2016[13]) in France; Kroh, Kühne, Kipp, & Richter (2017[14]) in Germany.

Acceptance of transgender people

Only two cross-country surveys on attitudes toward transgender people have been conducted thus far: the Special Eurobarometer on Discrimination collected by the European Commission in 2012 and 2015, and the cross-continent survey conducted by the International Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual, Trans and Intersex Association (ILGA) in 2016 (Box 1.5).

Box 1.5. Measuring acceptance of transgender people in cross-country surveys

The Special Eurobarometer on Discrimination includes three questions on attitudes toward transgender people:

- Using a scale from 1 to 10, please tell me how you would feel about having a transgender or transsexual person in the highest elected political position in [your country] – where “1” means that the respondent would feel “not at all comfortable” and “10” that she would feel “totally comfortable” (this question was asked both in 2012 and 2015)
- Regardless of whether you are actually working or not, please tell me, using a scale from 1 to 10, how comfortable you would feel if one of your colleagues at work was a transgender or transsexual person (this question was asked only in 2015)
- Regardless of whether you have children or not, please tell me, using a scale from 1 to 10, how comfortable you would feel if one of your children was in a love relationship with a transgender or transsexual person (this question was asked only in 2015)

The 2016 ILGA survey includes the following two questions:

- If a male child always dressed and expressed himself as a girl, would you find that acceptable?
- If a female child always dressed and expressed herself as a boy, would you find that acceptable?

Respondents could answer “Yes”, “No”, or “Don’t know”.

The Special Eurobarometer on Discrimination covers 23 European OECD countries, whereas the 2016 ILGA survey covers only 17 OECD countries. In both surveys, national samples include an average of 1 000 respondents.
These surveys reveal widespread discomfort toward transgender people. Among European OECD countries, an average of only 40% respondents would feel comfortable having a transgender or transsexual person in the highest elected political position, as a work colleague, or as a daughter- or son-in-law (Figure 1.8, Panel A). Moreover, less than half (44%) of respondents in the 17 OECD countries covered by the 2016 ILGA survey would accept a transgender child, noting a clear gender divide: a transgender child is at greater risk of being rejected if she is male-to-female rather than female-to-male (Figure 1.8, Panel B). That said, acceptance of transgender people remains higher in OECD countries than elsewhere. Among the 37 non-OECD countries covered by the 2016 ILGA survey, only 25% of respondents would accept a transgender child.

Figure 1.8. Comfort with transgender people is low
Panel A: Comfort with transgender people in OECD countries, based on the 2015 Special Eurobarometer on discrimination
Panel B: Comfort with a transgender child in OECD and non-OECD countries, based on the 2016 ILGA survey

Note: The figure in Panel A reports the percentage of respondents who answered “7”, “8”, “9” or “10” to the following questions: i) using a scale from 1 to 10, please tell me how you would feel about having a transgender or transsexual person in the highest elected political position in [your country] (comfort with a “trans” politician); ii) regardless of whether you are actually working or not, please tell me, using a scale from 1 to 10, how comfortable you would feel if one of your colleagues at work was a transgender or transsexual person (comfort with a “trans” work colleague); iii) regardless of whether you have children or not, please tell me, using a scale from 1 to 10, how comfortable you would feel if one of your children was in a love relationship with a transgender or transsexual person (comfort with a “trans” daughter- or son-in-law). The figure in Panel B reports the percentage of respondents who answered “yes” to the following questions: i) if a female child always dressed and expressed herself as a boy, would you find that acceptable? (acceptance of a female-to-male child); ii) if a male child always dressed and expressed himself as a girl, would you find that acceptable? (acceptance of a male-to-female child).

Source: 2015 Special Eurobarometer on Discrimination for Panel A and 2016 ILGA survey for Panel B.

http://dx.doi.org/10.1787/888933938097
The Special Eurobarometer on Discrimination indicates a modest shift toward greater acceptance of transgender people (Figure 1.9). The share of respondents who report comfort rises from 35% in 2012 to 40% in 2015. This average masks strong disparities, though. Notably, six of the 23 European OECD countries experience a decrease in the share of respondents who display positive attitudes toward a transgender or transsexual person in the highest political office: Estonia (-10 percentage points), Denmark (-9 percentage points), Germany (-3 percentage points), Lithuania (-4 percentage points), Luxembourg (-8 percentage points) and Slovenia (-5 percentage points).

Figure 1.9. **Comfort with transgender people improves over time in most countries**

Evolution of comfort with transgender people in OECD countries, based on the 2012 and 2015 Special Eurobarometer on Discrimination

Socio-economic characteristics negatively correlated with homophobia also appear to be negatively linked to attitudes towards transgender people: women, younger and more educated people are more supportive of transgender people. Based on the 2015 Special Eurobarometer, 56% of women report to be comfortable or indifferent with having a transgender or transsexual person in the highest elected political office, compared with 48% of men. Additionally, 62% of 15-24 year olds display comfort or indifference, as opposed to 45% of those aged 55 or over. Comfort levels are also stronger among the better educated: 59% of those who finished education at the age of 20 or older would be comfortable or indifferent, compared with 44% of those who ended education at the age of 15 or younger. The same pattern is observed for questions that address working with a transgender or transsexual person, or having sons or daughters in a relationship with such a person – see Norton & Herek (2013[15]) and Flores (2015[16]) for similar findings in the United States.

Comparing acceptance of homosexuality with acceptance of transgender people

Acceptance of homosexuality and acceptance of transgender people are strongly correlated. Both attitudes toward homosexuals and attitudes toward transgender people are
shaped by how strongly one endorses the essentialist view that people fall into two distinct
gender identities (male and female) that match biological sex at birth and feel sexual
attraction to one another. Moreover, it is likely that the frontier between homosexuality and
a transgender identity is particularly fuzzy from the general public’s perspective.
Transgender people are indeed significantly more likely to self-identify as LGB (Downing and
Przedworski, 2018[17]).

Despite this correlation, comfort with transgender people appears lower than comfort with
LGB people. On average, 49% of respondents report comfort with LGB people, as opposed to 40% who report comfort with transgender individuals (Figure 1.10).

Figure 1.10. **Comfort with transgender people is lower than comfort with LGB people**

Comfort with transgender and LGB people based on the 2015 Special Eurobarometer on Discrimination, in OECD countries

![Graph showing comfort with transgender and LGB people](http://dx.doi.org/10.1787/888933938135)

Note: “Comfort with transgender people” refers to the average percentage of respondents who answered “7”, “8”, “9” or “10” to the following questions: i) using a scale from 1 to 10, please tell me how you would feel about having a transgender or transsexual person in the highest elected political position in [your country]; ii) regardless of whether you are actually working or not, please tell me, using a scale from 1 to 10, how comfortable you would feel if one of your colleagues at work was a transgender or transsexual person; iii) regardless of whether you have children or not, please tell me, using a scale from 1 to 10, how comfortable you would feel if one of your children was in a love relationship with a transgender or transsexual person. “Comfort with LGB people” refers to the average percentage of respondents who answered “7”, “8”, “9” or “10” to the following questions: i) using a scale from 1 to 10, please tell me how you would feel about having a gay, lesbian or bisexual person in the highest elected political position in [your country]; ii) regardless of whether you are actually working or not, please tell me, using a scale from 1 to 10, how comfortable you would feel if one of your colleagues at work was a gay, lesbian or bisexual person; iii) regardless of whether you have children or not, please tell me, using a scale from 1 to 10, how comfortable you would feel if one of your children was in a love relationship with a gay, lesbian or bisexual person. This measure of comfort with LGB people differs from the measure of acceptance of homosexuality provided in Figure 1.6.

Source: 2015 Special Eurobarometer on Discrimination.

### 1.2.2. Are LGBT people discriminated against?

Acceptance of homosexuals and transgender people by the general public remains low, which puts LGBT people at risk of discrimination. This section explores three types of evidence to shed light on whether sexual and gender minorities are indeed unfairly treated compared to heterosexual and cisgender – antonym of transgender – individuals: the perception of discrimination by LGBT people, the comparison of labour market outcomes across LGBT and non-LGBT individuals based on survey data, and lessons from randomised experiments.
Perception of discrimination by LGBT people

To date, only one cross-country survey has been conducted among LGBT people to measure their perception of discrimination. This survey was performed in 2012 by the European Union Agency for Fundamental Rights. Data were collected through an anonymous online questionnaire, among 93,079 people who self-identify as lesbian, gay, bisexual and/or transgender across the EU.

On average, more than one out of three LGBT respondents in European OECD countries report having personally felt discriminated against because of their sexual orientation and/or gender identity. This share ranges from 50% in Lithuania to 31% in Denmark (Figure 1.11). Consistent with attitudes toward LGB people being more positive than attitudes toward transgender people, the perception of discrimination is higher on average among transgender than among LGB individuals. Homosexuals report the highest level of discrimination in eight countries: Austria, Estonia, Greece, Hungary, Italy, Poland, Portugal and Slovenia.

Figure 1.11. More than one out of three LGBT respondents report having personally felt discriminated against because of their sexual orientation and/or gender identity

Comparing labour market outcomes of LGBT and non-LGBT people based on representative survey data

Representative survey data reveal that LGBT people experience gaps in employment status and/or labour earnings compared with non-LGBT people. LGBT people are 7% less likely to be employed than non-LGBT people and their labour earnings are 4% lower (Figure 1.12). They also seem to be exposed to a glass ceiling: they are 11% less likely to hold a high managerial position. Overall, the penalty that LGBT individuals endure at school (Box 1.6) extends into the labour market.
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**Figure 1.12.** LGBT people experience gaps in employment status, labour earnings and access to a high managerial position

Gaps in labour market outcomes across LGBT and non-LGBT individuals

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Employment gap</th>
<th>Labour earnings gap</th>
<th>High managerial occupation gap</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>LGBT women</td>
<td>-7%</td>
<td>-11%</td>
<td>-23%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LGB women</td>
<td>-6%</td>
<td>-10%</td>
<td>-24%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LGB men</td>
<td>-5%</td>
<td>-12%</td>
<td>-24%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lesbians</td>
<td>-5%</td>
<td>-10%</td>
<td>-11%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gay men</td>
<td>-7%</td>
<td>-7%</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bisexual women</td>
<td>4%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bisexual men</td>
<td>-5%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trans women</td>
<td>-1%</td>
<td>-6%</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trans men</td>
<td>-6%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Note:** A gap equal to zero indicates no difference in labour market outcomes between LGBT and non-LGBT individuals. The gaps are adjusted, meaning that the effect of a wide range of individual characteristics is neutralised: age, education, race/ethnicity, the presence of kids in the household, the number of hours worked, occupation and/or industry as well as location. These estimates are computed based on 46 research papers published in academic journals or prominent discussion paper series that cover 11 OECD countries: Australia, Canada, France, Germany, Greece, Ireland, the Netherlands, Poland, Sweden, the United Kingdom and the United States. LGB women, lesbians and bisexual women are compared to heterosexual women. LGB men, gay men and bisexual men are compared to heterosexual men. For the employment gap, transgender women (i.e. male-to-female transgender people) are compared to cisgender women, while transgender men (i.e. female-to-male transgender people) are compared to cisgender men. For the labour earnings gap, transsexual women and transsexual men are compared to themselves before they transition to the other gender. The category “LGBT” provides an average of the gaps computed for each subcategory of sexual and gender minorities. 

**Source:** OECD calculations based on 46 research papers (see the StatLink for a list).

http://dx.doi.org/10.1787/888933938173
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**Box 1.6. Homophobic and transphobic bullying at school is widespread and hampers LGBT students’ educational achievements**

Homophobic and transphobic bullying at school is a worldwide problem (UNESCO, 2016[22]). The victimisation of LGBT students ranges from the interference of homophobic and transphobic discourse in everyday interactions (e.g. the use of “dyke”, “faggot” or “tranny” as generalised derogatory comments among teenagers) to verbal harassment, physical violence or cyberbullying. In the United States, 70.1% of LGBT students experienced verbal harassment (e.g. called names or threatened) at school in the year preceding the 2017 National School Climate survey conducted among students between the ages of 13 and 21, 28.9% were physically harassed (e.g. pushed or shoved), 12.4% were physically assaulted (e.g. punched, kicked, injured with a weapon), and 48.7% experienced electronic harassment, via text messages or postings on social media (GLSEN, 2018[23]).

But discriminatory practices reported by LGBT students do not only stem from their peers. They also involve teachers and, more generally, the school administration. For instance, 31.3% of LGBT students declared being disciplined for public displays of affection that were not sanctioned among non-LGBT students. School policies and practices also target transgender students: 42.1% had been prevented from using their preferred name or pronoun and 46.5% had been required to use a bathroom of their legal sex (GLSEN, 2018[23]).
However, these estimates must be taken with caution, since they likely constitute a lower bound of the penalty faced by sexual and gender minorities. Evidence suggests that LGBT people who disclose their sexual orientation and gender identity to the survey enumerator are not representative of the LGBT population as a whole: only the better off reveal who they are. For instance, among men who report having sex with men in the United States, those of advantaged background are more likely to self-identify as homosexual or bisexual (Barrett & Pollack (2005[19]); Pathela, et al. (2006[20])). Consistent with this finding, analysis of nationally representative surveys shows that the share of individuals who answer “Other”, “Don’t know” or “Refused” to the question on sexual self-identification is disproportionately high among low-educated individuals.

The average penalty reported in Figure 1.12 masks important disparities across LGBT subgroups. Homosexuals are the group for which the comparison of labour market outcomes between LGBT and non-LGBT individuals yields the most contrasted results: lesbians benefit from an employment and wage premium compared to heterosexual women, while gay men suffer from an employment and wage penalty compared to heterosexual men. This result presumably flows from differences in the way partners specialize in paid and unpaid work across same-sex and opposite-sex couples: household specialisation is significantly lower among same-sex partnerships (Valfort, 2017[1]). Consequently, a partnered homosexual man is less involved in the labour market than a partnered heterosexual man, while a partnered homosexual woman is more involved in the labour market than a partnered heterosexual woman. By contrast, the labour market penalty exists for both bisexual women

Box 1.6. Homophobic and transphobic bullying at school is widespread and hampers LGBT students’ educational achievements (cont.)

Experimental data confirm this survey-based evidence: schools discriminate against LGBT individuals, both as students and parents. In Serbia, an experiment was recently conducted to evaluate discrimination in access to basic education against “feminine boys”. It reveals that “feminine boys”, widely perceived as being gay, were at least three times more likely to be refused enrolment in primary schools (15%) compared to boys not perceived to be feminine (5%). Even when feminine boys were accepted, they met with twice as much hesitation and delay in accepting their enrolment. In the case of non-feminine boys, this hesitation was often linked to the boys’ school achievement and discipline, for feminine boys, on the other hand, it was exclusively linked to their femininity (Koehler, Harley and Menzies, 2018[24]). In Spain, another experiment examined whether schools are more reluctant to give information to homosexual parents during children’s pre-registration period (Diaz-Serrano and Meix-Llop, 2016[25]). The authors created three types of fictitious couples (one heterosexual, one same-sex male, and one same-sex female) and sent emails to schools in which these fictitious couples made a request for an interview and a visit. The results point to substantial discrimination against same-sex couples, a finding driven by the unfair treatment of partnered gay men: while the callback rate of partnered lesbians is indistinguishable from that of their heterosexual counterparts, the callback rate of heterosexual male couples is 50% higher than the callback rate of same-sex male couples (67% vs 45%).

Few studies have examined how sexual minority youth fare in academic terms. Recently, a study has taken full advantage of the US National Longitudinal Study of Adolescent to Adult Health. The results reveal that same-sex attraction or sexuality in adolescence is associated with a lower probability of high school graduation, for both male and female (Pearson and Wilkinson, 2017[26]).
and men. It is also pervasive among transgender and transsexual individuals, but only if they are male-to-female.

Despite the difficulty to identify an employment and wage penalty for lesbians and gay men, a body of complementary survey-based evidence suggests that both lesbians and gay men face barriers in the labour market. Several studies have shown that female like male homosexuals are less satisfied with their jobs than their heterosexual counterparts. They report lower satisfaction with total pay, promotion prospects and respect received from their supervisor, controlling for important characteristics such as education, occupation or mental health (Valfort, 2017[1]). In Sweden, both gay men and lesbians display lower employment rates in regions with more hostile attitudes toward homosexuals (Hammarstedt, Ahmed and Andersson, 2015[21]).

**Experimental evidence**

The fact that survey-based evidence points to a penalty for LGBT people is not sufficient to conclude that sexual and gender minorities are discriminated against. This penalty can indeed flow from mechanisms that have nothing to do with anti-LGBT discrimination. For instance, the fact that lesbians and gay men in Sweden display lower employment rates in regions with more hostile attitudes toward homosexuals may simply reflect that more productive lesbians and gay men are more likely to move out of regions showing low acceptance of homosexuality.

To better measure anti-LGBT discrimination, experiments are key. In the labour market, these experiments mainly take the form of “correspondence studies”. These studies consist in sending out, in response to real job ads, the CVs and letters of application of fictitious candidates who are identical save their sexual orientation or gender identity. Any difference in the rate at which these fictitious candidates are invited to a job interview by employer is interpreted as evidence of discrimination based on sexual orientation or gender identity.

To date, 14 correspondence studies published in academic journals or discussion paper series have been conducted in order to measure hiring discrimination against LGBT applicants in OECD countries. These studies cover ten countries (Austria, Belgium, Canada, France, Germany, Greece, Italy, Sweden, the United Kingdom and the United States) and have mainly been conducted within the last decade. Of these 14 studies, 13 test for hiring discrimination against homosexual applicants. Only one correspondence study measures hiring discrimination against (male-to-female) transgender applicants. None investigates discrimination against bisexual applicants.

The 13 correspondence studies that test for hiring discrimination against homosexual applicants rely on three different approaches to signal sexual orientation. The first approach, used in nine of these 13 studies, consists in emphasizing the volunteer engagement or work experience of the homosexual applicant in a gay and/or lesbian organisation, e.g. local Gay People’s Alliance or gay and lesbian campus association – a volunteer engagement or work experience in a control philanthropic organisation is typically mentioned in the CV of the heterosexual applicant, that does not give any evidence of being gay or lesbian, e.g. Swedish Red Cross or an environmental organisation. The second approach, implemented in two of the 13 studies, entails stressing the sex of the candidate’s partner. This strategy is adopted in countries where it is common to specify the partner’s first and last name on CV (e.g. the Flanders region in Belgium or Germany). The third approach, performed in three of the 13 studies, relies on a weaker set of signals, such as mentioning the sex of the candidate’s
partner in the letter of application, manipulating candidates’ sexual orientation on their Facebook profile, or signalling the candidate’s participation in LGBT events not restricted to LGBT participants, like the Gay Games.

Homosexual female and male applicants are 1.5 times less likely to be invited to a job interview when sexual orientation is conveyed through their volunteer engagement or work experience in a gay and/or lesbian organisation (Figure 1.13). By contrast, insisting on the family prospects of female fictitious candidates by signalling homosexuality through the sex of the candidate’s partner leads to the virtual disappearance of hiring discrimination against lesbians. This pattern could reflect that employers attach a lower risk of maternity to lesbians relative to heterosexual women and are therefore less inclined to discriminate against them – see Petit (2007) in France and Baert, De Pauw, & Deschacht (2016) in Belgium for evidence that women are discriminated against when they apply for a job at a childbearing age.

Figure 1.13. **Homosexuals are up to 1.5 times less likely to be invited to a job interview than their heterosexual counterparts**

Ratio of the callback rate between heterosexual and homosexual fictitious applicants

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>&quot;Heterosexual women vs lesbians&quot; ratio</th>
<th>&quot;Heterosexual men vs men&quot; ratio</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Volunteer engagement</td>
<td>1.4</td>
<td>1.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sex of the candidate’s partner</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>1.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weak signal</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>1.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: A ratio equal to one indicates no difference in the rate at which heterosexual and homosexual applicants are invited to a job interview.

Source: OECD calculations based on 13 correspondence studies (see the StatLink for a list).

The difference in callback rate between fictitious heterosexual and homosexual applicants is negatively correlated with acceptance of homosexuality by the general public. In the United States, employers strongly discriminate against sexual minorities in the southern and midwestern states (Texas, Florida, Ohio), whereas they tend to treat heterosexual and homosexual candidates on an equal footing in the West and in the Northeast (California, New York, Pennsylvania) known to be more open to LGBT people (Tilcsik, 2011). A correspondence study performed in two German cities characterised by opposite value orientations, Munich and Berlin, provides similar findings. While the population in Munich displays conservative attitudes, that of Berlin is known to support liberal views. The results reflect this divide: homosexual applicants are discriminated against in Munich but not in Berlin (Weichselbaumer, 2014). Labour market discrimination against lesbians and gay men also depends on the gender composition within the occupation tested. In Sweden, gay men are discriminated against when they apply to male-dominated occupations (e.g. construction or
mechanic worker), while these occupations are not particularly hostile to lesbians. Similarly, lesbians are discriminated against when they apply to female-dominated occupations (e.g. preschool teacher or nurse), but this is not the case for gay men (Ahmed, Andersson and Hammarstedt, 2013[31]). In the United Kingdom, gay men receive fewer callbacks for vacancies in which personality traits perceived as masculine are stressed in the job ad (i.e. the ideal job applicant is described as “ambitious,” “assertive,” or “acting as a leader”). Conversely, lesbians receive fewer invitations to job interviews for vacancies in which personality traits perceived as feminine are emphasised, i.e. the ideal job applicant is described as “affectionate,” “cheerful,” or “sensitive to the needs of others” (Drydakis, 2015[32]).

Some correspondence studies have detected wage discrimination, on top of hiring discrimination. In Athens, this wage discrimination mainly penalizes lesbians: they are offered a monthly wage that is 6% lower than that proposed to heterosexual women – (Drydakis, 2009[33]) and (Drydakis, 2011[34]).

Only one correspondence study investigated hiring discrimination on the ground of gender identity (Bardales, 2013[35]). It compares the callback rate of fictitious male-to-female transgender candidates with the callback rate of fictitious female cisgender candidates who apply to high-skilled jobs in Texas. The results reveal strong discrimination against the trans woman: the callback rate of the cisgender woman is 50% higher than hers. This result is consistent with the findings of a small-scale experiment that was conducted in 2008 in the Manhattan’s retail sector. Out of 24 employers tested, male-to-female, female-to-male and gender-nonconforming transgender applicants were six times less likely than their cisgender counterparts to receive a job offer: the job offer rate for the cisgender applicants was 50%, as opposed to 8.3% for the transgender applicants (Make the Road New York, 2010[36]).

Overall, correspondence studies reveal substantial discrimination against LGBT people, as does complementary experimental evidence outside the labour market (Box 1.7).

One could object that the experimental results reported here apply to only a subset of LGBT individuals, those who are “out of the closet” in the labour market. But these results are also valid for LGBT individuals who, although they do not disclose their sexual orientation

---

**Box 1.7. Experimental evidence of discrimination against lesbians and gay men outside the labour market**

A range of field experiments have revealed substantial discrimination against lesbians and gay men outside the labour market. In the rental housing market, correspondence studies show that homosexual couples get fewer responses and invitations to showings from the landlords than heterosexual couples, a result mainly driven by male same-sex partners – see Ahmed, Andersson, & Hammarstedt (2008[38]) and Ahmed & Hammarstedt (2009[39]) in Sweden; Lauster & Easterbrook (2011[40]) in Canada; U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development (2013[43]) in the United States and Koehler, Harley, & Menzies (2018[24]) in Serbia. In Serbia, for instance, almost one in five (18%) of same-sex couples were refused rental of an apartment by the landlord, while none of the opposite-sex couples were. This average result masks strong disparities by gender: 29% of male same-sex couples were rejected, as opposed to only 8% of female same-sex couples. The absence (or lower magnitude) of discrimination against female same-sex couples could flow from landlords’ well documented preference for female rather than male tenants (Ahmed, Andersson and Hammarstedt, 2008[39]). In this setting, the benefit of having two women as tenants could counterbalance the perceived cost of renting to a lesbian couple.
or gender identity, are perceived by their work environment as non-heterosexual or non-cisgender. These cases may not be exceptions. Evidence suggests that individuals who self-identify as homosexual are significantly more likely to be viewed as homosexual by external observers not informed of their sexual orientation (Rule and Ambady, 2008[37]). Similarly, a transgender identity may be detectable, even if it is not verbally disclosed. In the EU, nearly two thirds of transgender do not avoid expressing their preferred gender through their physical appearance and clothing (European Union Agency for Fundamental Rights, 2014[18]). Moreover, the legal and preferred first names of transgender people often conflict with each other, unless transgender people have gone through a legal process to

Box 1.7. **Experimental evidence of discrimination against lesbians and gay men outside the labour market** (cont.)

Gay men and lesbians are discriminated against in broader dimensions of their everyday life. In the United States, David Jones sent letters from either a same-sex or opposite-sex couple, requesting weekend reservations for a one-bed room in hotels and bed-and-breakfast establishments (Jones, 1996[42]). His results show that opposite-sex couples are granted 20% more reservations than both male and female same-sex couples. Similarly, Walters and Curran (1996[43]) performed an audit study where same-sex and opposite-sex couples entered retail stores in the United States while an observer measures the time it takes for the staff to welcome them. They find this time to be significantly less for heterosexual than for both female and male homosexual couples who often were not assisted and who were more likely to be repudiated. In the United Kingdom, various experiments have also involved actors wearing a T-shirt with either a pro-gay slogan or without any slogan. These actors approach passers-by asking them to provide change. The findings point to less help provided to the ostensibly pro-gay person (Valfort, 2017[1]).

Sexual minorities appear unfairly treated even when they urgently need help. This finding derives from experiments that apply the so-called “wrong number technique”. In this approach, households receive apparently wrong-number telephone calls whereby the caller explains his/her need for his/her interlocutor to deliver an urgent message to the actual addressee of the call. More precisely, these experiments typically involve a male (resp. female) caller who seeks to reach his girlfriend (resp. her boyfriend) in case of a heterosexual relationship, or his boyfriend (resp. her girlfriend) in case of a homosexual relationship. Indicating that his (resp. her) car has broken down and that he (resp. she) is out of change at a pay phone, the caller requests help by asking the subject to call his (resp. her) partner for him (resp. her). Results consistently show that perceived heterosexuals are more likely to receive help than perceived homosexuals (Valfort, 2017[1]).

Other experiments use the so-called “lost-letter technique”. This approach consists of dispersing in city streets a large number of unmailed letters. The letters are enclosed in envelopes that have addresses and stamps on them but that have not yet been posted. When a person comes across one of these letters on the street, it appears to have been lost. Thus she has a choice of mailing, disregarding, or actively destroying the letter. By varying the name of the organisation to which the letter is addressed and distributing such “lost letters” in sufficient quantity, it is possible to obtain a return rate specific to the organisation. The focus of the technique is not on the individual reaction to the lost letters but, rather, on the rate of response for a particular organisation relative to other organisations that serve as controls. Lost-letter experiments typically reveal a lower return rate for LGBT-related organisations (Valfort, 2017[1]).
change their gender marker. This conflict is typically unveiled during the first job 
interview, when recruiters ask for applicants’ identity documents and/or diplomas.

1.2.3. LGBT people’s well-being

The strong discrimination that LGBT people face put them at risk of low well-being. This section first clarifies how stigma can impair mental health. It then explores differences in health outcomes across LGBT and non-LGBT individuals. Finally, it shows that lower psychological well-being among sexual and gender minorities does at least partly flow from stigma.

Stigma and mental health

Sexual and gender minorities are widely exposed to stigma. LGBT people live in a social environment that largely views heterosexuality and cisgender identity, i.e. congruence between sex at birth and gender identity, as the only way of being normal. LGBT people therefore experience stress not undergone by heterosexual and cisgender individuals, the so-called minority stress (Meyer, 2003). This stress is suspected to seriously hamper sexual and gender minorities’ mental health, by generating anxiety, depression, suicide ideation and attempt, substance use and abuse: in short, low life satisfaction. But there is no need to undergo physical or verbal violence for psychological distress to emerge. The fact that LGBT people feel forced to conceal their own identity in order to avoid stigmatisation, and thus maintain separate public and private personalities, is viewed as enough to generate mental health disorders. This ill-being in turn has the potential to impair LGBT people’s physical health by providing a fertile ground to other pathologies, such as cardiovascular diseases.

Stigma can negatively affect LGBT people’s health outcomes in a number of additional ways. Such is discrimination from medical practitioners, low health insurance coverage, or the obligation for some LGBT individuals to engage in hazardous occupations (Box 1.8).

Box 1.8. Stigma can impair LGBT people’s health outcomes, beyond minority stress

First, medical practitioners are not exempt of negative feelings toward LGBT people – see Sabin, Riskind, & Nosek (2015) for the United States. Consistent with this finding, LGBT individuals perceive significant discrimination from medical practitioners: 10% of LGBT living in the EU who accessed healthcare in the year prior to the survey felt personally discriminated against by healthcare personnel (European Union Agency for Fundamental Rights, 2014).

Second, LGBT people experience a health insurance gap. Health insurance coverage is indeed less likely to include an employee’s same-sex than opposite-sex partner. In the United States, for instance, the legalisation of same-sex marriage in 2015 did not require private employers to treat same-sex and opposite-sex spouses on an equal footing. In 2018, more than one third of employers offering health insurance to opposite-sex spouses were not offering this benefit to same-sex spouses, according to the Kaiser Family Foundation.

Third, stigma both within and outside the family compels some LGBT individuals to engage in hazardous occupations. A recent study in Italy finds that past experiences of discrimination are strongly correlated with transgender people’s decision to become sex workers (D’Ippoliti and Botti, 2017). Consistent with this finding, transgender people are overrepresented among prostitutes (Valfort, 2017).
The mental health of LGBT people

Mental health disorders are more frequent among LGB than heterosexual individuals (Figure 1.14). For instance, LGB respondents are more than twice as likely to have ever been diagnosed with a depressive disorder (Germany), nearly three times as likely to have experienced a major depressive episode in the year preceding the survey (United States), and nearly ten times as likely to have attempted suicide in that past year (Sweden). These gaps remain significant even when one controls for a wide range of individual characteristics. Results from wave 2015 of the NSDUH in the United States also confirm LGB people’s greater likelihood of substance use and abuse (Figure 1.15). Not surprisingly, LGB individuals are also significantly less likely to have optimal cardiovascular health compared to heterosexuals—Saxena, et al. (2018[47]) in the United States. Overall, homosexuals and bisexuals present lower scores on a life satisfaction scale than do their heterosexual counterparts (Figure 1.16). Bisexuals show worse mental health outcomes and life satisfaction than homosexuals, perhaps because they are more prone to “stay in the closet”, i.e. conceal who they are from others—Pew Research Center (2013[48]) in the United States; European Union Agency for Fundamental Rights (2014[18]) in the EU.

Figure 1.14. Mental health disorders are more frequent among LGB individuals
Ratio of the probability of various mental health disorders between LGB and non-LGB individuals

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Disorder</th>
<th>LGBs vs heterosexuals</th>
<th>Homosexuals vs heterosexuals</th>
<th>Bisexuals vs heterosexuals</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Having ever been diagnosed with a depressive disorder (Germany, SOEP 2016)</td>
<td>2.1</td>
<td>1.7</td>
<td>9.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reporting mental health disorders in the past 3 months (Norway, Survey of Living Conditions 2008)</td>
<td>1.4</td>
<td>1.3</td>
<td>8.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scoring in the lower half of the MHI-5 index (Australia, HILDA 2012)</td>
<td>1.7</td>
<td>2.0</td>
<td>3.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Major depressive episode in the past year (US, NSDUH 2015)</td>
<td>2.8</td>
<td>2.0</td>
<td>2.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Having attempted suicide in the past year (Sweden, HET 2010-2012)</td>
<td>3.6</td>
<td>10.2</td>
<td>10.2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: A ratio equal to one indicates no difference in the probability of various mental health disorders between LGB and non-LGB individuals. These ratios are unadjusted, meaning that they do not neutralize the effect of other individual characteristics. However, the mental health penalty of LGB individuals persists in studies that control for those characteristics.

The MHI-5 index in the Australian survey HILDA is comprised of five items that assess frequency – using a 6-point scale – of symptoms of anxiety and mood disturbance over the 4-week period preceding the administration of the survey.

Source: OECD calculations based on SOEP 2016 (Germany), Survey of Living Conditions 2008 (Norway), HILDA 2012 (Australia), NSDUH 2015 (United States) and HET 2010-2012 (Sweden).

Representative samples show that transgender individuals are also at a much higher risk of mental health disorders than their cisgender counterparts (Downing and Przedworski, 2018[17]). The higher risk is prevalent for all categories of transgender individuals – female to male, male to female and gender non-conforming. On average, transgender individuals are around twice as likely as their cisgender counterparts to: i) have ever been diagnosed with a depressive disorder; ii) have had more than 14 days of poor mental health including stress, depression, and problems with emotions in the past.
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Figure 1.15. **LGB people in the United States are more prone to substance use and abuse**

Ratio of the probability of substance use and abuse between LGB and non-LGB individuals, 2015

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Substance</th>
<th>&quot;LGBs vs heterosexuals&quot; ratio</th>
<th>&quot;Homosexuals vs heterosexuals&quot; ratio</th>
<th>&quot;Bisexuals vs heterosexuals&quot; ratio</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Tobacco use</td>
<td>1.3</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>1.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alcohol use</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>1.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Illicit drug use</td>
<td>2.1</td>
<td>2.0</td>
<td>2.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Substance use disorder</td>
<td>1.7</td>
<td>1.8</td>
<td>1.7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: A ratio equal to one indicates no difference in the probability of substance use and abuse between LGB and non-LGB individuals. These ratios are unadjusted, meaning that they do not neutralize the effect of other individual characteristics.

Tobacco use refers to tobacco product use in the month prior to the interview. Alcohol use refers to alcohol use in the month prior to the interview. Illicit drug use refers to the use of any of the following illicit drug in the year prior to the interview: marijuana; cocaine in any form, including crack; heroin; hallucinogens; inhalants; methamphetamine; and the misuse of prescription pain relievers, tranquilizers, stimulants, and sedatives. Substance use disorder refers to clinically significant impairment caused by the recurrent use of alcohol or other drugs (or both), including health problems, disability, and failure to meet major responsibilities at work, school, or home.

Source: OECD calculations based on NSDUH 2015 (United States).

http://dx.doi.org/10.1787/888933938230

Figure 1.16. **LGB people show lower life satisfaction**

Gaps in life satisfaction between LGB and non-LGB individuals

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location</th>
<th>&quot;LGBs vs heterosexuals&quot; gap</th>
<th>&quot;Homosexuals vs heterosexuals&quot; gap</th>
<th>&quot;Bisexuals vs heterosexuals&quot; gap</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Australia (HILDA 2012)</td>
<td>-2.3%</td>
<td>-1.5%</td>
<td>-3.1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>United Kingdom (UKHLS 2012)</td>
<td>-7.5%</td>
<td>-4.7%</td>
<td>-10.3%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: A gap equal to zero indicates no difference in life satisfaction between LGB and non-LGB individuals. The gaps are adjusted, meaning that the effect of the following individual characteristics is neutralised: age, gender, ethnicity, marital status, highest educational qualification, employment status, and religion.

In HILDA 2012 (Australia), respondents are asked to self-report satisfaction with life overall, on a scale from 0 (completely dissatisfied) to 10 (completely satisfied). As similar approach is used in the UKHLS 2012 (United Kingdom).

Source: OECD calculations, based on Perales (2016[90]) for HILDA 2012 (Australia) and on Booker, Rieger, & Unger (2017[51]) for UKHLS 2012 (United Kingdom).

http://dx.doi.org/10.1787/888933938249
30 days; iii) have had serious difficulty concentrating, remembering, and making decisions because of physical, mental, or emotional conditions. They are also nearly twice as likely as their cisgender counterparts to have been diagnosed with a coronary heart disease or myocardial infarction.

Transsexuals, i.e. transgender who have undergone hormone-replacement therapy and sex-reassignment surgery, are no exception. Based on administrative Swedish data, transsexuals are nearly 3 times more exposed to psychiatric inpatient care than their non-transsexual counterparts (Dhejne et al., 2011[49]). Additionally, they show a three-fold higher mortality risk, particularly due to death by suicide – they are nearly eight times as likely to attempt suicide – and by cardiovascular disease.

Is stigma at play?

A rapidly growing literature is trying to identify a causal impact of stigma on LGBT people’s mental health. In the United States, for instance, various studies have taken advantage of the sequential adoption or ban of same-sex marriage across US states (Valfort, 2017[1]). One study shows that LGB people living in states that passed constitutional amendments banning same-sex marriage in 2004 experienced significant increases in mood, anxiety, and substance disorders, which was not the case of LGB individuals living in states without these amendments. A complementary analysis that focuses on health care use reveals that, in the twelve months after the enactment of laws permitting same-sex marriage in Massachusetts in 2003, sexual minority men (women are absent from the sample) had a statistically significant decrease in medical care and mental health care visits and costs. Similar findings emerge outside the United States. A recent study exploits the implementation in late 2017 of a national plebiscite on same-sex marriage legislation in Australia and interpret the share of “No” voters at the electorate level as a measure of stigma. They show that LGB people report comparatively worse life satisfaction, mental health and overall health in constituencies with higher shares of “No” voters (Perales and Todd, 2018[52]).

One could argue, however, that these results are driven by confounding factors, e.g. state characteristics that change concomitantly to the adoption of LGBTI-inclusive laws. To address these issues, a control group composed of heterosexuals in order to run a comparative analysis of LGB health outcomes over time is needed. Such a “difference-in-difference” approach confirms that stigma undermines the mental health of sexual minorities: in the United States, the reduction in the number of suicide attempts between LGB and heterosexual youth is substantially higher in states that adopted same-sex marriage than in others – a trend that was not apparent before the implementation of LGB-inclusive policies. Same-sex marriage policies cause a reduction by nearly 15% of suicide attempts among adolescents who self-identify as gay, lesbian or bisexual (Raifman et al., 2017[53]).

1.3. What policies can improve LGBT inclusion?

Ensuring that LGBT individuals can openly express their sexual orientation and gender identity without being stigmatised, discriminated against, or attacked should be a policy priority, for at least three reasons. The first and most important reason is obviously ethical. Sexual orientation and gender identity are integral aspects of our selves. Guaranteeing that LGBT people are not condemned to forced concealment or retaliation when their identity is revealed should constitute an inalienable human right. The second reason is economic. Exclusion of LGBT people impedes economic development through a wide range of channels, such as lower investment in human capital, reduced output and
productivity, public spending on social and health services that might be better spent elsewhere. The third reason why LGBT inclusion should constitute a priority is social. LGBT inclusion is viewed as conducive to the emergence of less restrictive gender norms that improve gender equality broadly speaking and, hence, expand social and economic roles, especially for women. Consistent with this intuition, acceptance of homosexuality is strongly correlated with support for gender equality worldwide (Figure 1.17).

Figure 1.17. Acceptance of homosexuality is strongly correlated with support for gender equality worldwide

Acceptance of homosexuality and support to gender equality, 2001-2014

Note: Acceptance of homosexuality is measured based on the following question: “Please tell me whether you think homosexuality can always be justified, never be justified, or something in between, using this card” (the card being a scale from 1 to 10, where 1 means that homosexuality is never justifiable and 10 means that it is always justifiable). Support for gender equality is an average of responses to the following three EVS/WVS questions: “When jobs are scarce, men should have more right to a job than women.” (=1 if agree, =2 if neither agree nor disagree, =3 if disagree); “On the whole, men make better political leaders than women do.” (=1 if strongly agree, =2 agree, =3 if disagree, =4 if strongly disagree); “A university education is more important for a boy than for a girl” (=1 if strongly agree, =2 agree, =3 if disagree, =4 if strongly disagree).

The group “OECD” includes all OECD Member countries, with the exception of Israel and Slovak Republic where information on support for gender equality is missing.

Source: OECD compilation based on AsiaBarometer, European Values Survey, Latinobarometro and World Values Survey.

1.3.1. Making LGBT individuals and the penalties they face visible in national statistics

Improving awareness that LGBT individuals constitute a sizeable minority that is discriminated against is an important prerequisite in order to improve their inclusion. Greater publicity of discriminatory behaviour can indeed bring meaningful change, in particular through greater self-control of discriminating individuals. For example, two US economists, Joseph Price and Justin Wolfers, published a study in 2002 demonstrating the existence of racial discrimination during National Basketball Association (NBA) games (Price and Wolfers, 2010[54]). In 2007, these results received considerable media attention (front-page coverage in the New York Times, radio and TV shows including comments from star basketball players, etc.). This media coverage allowed for putting an end to the racial discrimination it pinpointed: referees went on discriminating against opposite-race players until this bias became public, but they stopped discriminating afterwards. Complementary evidence suggests that this shift did not flow from dramatic institutional changes (firing of certain referees, changes in how referees are assigned to games, etc.). Rather, it is consistent
with referees engaging in voluntary behavioural change after becoming aware of their own bias (Pope, Price and Wolfers, 2018[55]) – see Alesina, Carlana, Ferrara, & Pinotti (2018[56]) for similar findings among Italian schoolteachers.

Collecting information on sexual orientation and gender identity in censuses as well as national labour force, health and victimisation surveys is critical to create awareness. As it has already been stressed, only a minority of OECD countries (15) have included such questions in at least one of their nationally representative surveys, and even fewer (11 countries) do so on a regular basis. Yet, these countries constitute helpful precedents that contribute to disseminate good practices on how to best collect such sensitive information. The United Kingdom is, for instance, planning to include a question on sexual self-identification in its 2021 census. To that end, the Office for National Statistics has run a census test in 2017 whose lessons are enlightening for the United Kingdom and beyond (Box 1.9).

Box 1.9. Lessons from the 2017 census test in the United Kingdom

The United Kingdom is planning changes for the 2021 census. In particular, the upcoming census will be, for the first time, a self-completed online questionnaire that aims to include the following question on sexual self-identification: “Which of the following options best describes how you think of yourself? (this question is voluntary)”, with the following options: “Heterosexual or Straight”; “Gay or Lesbian”; “Bisexual”; “Other (please specify)”.

As part of the preparation, the United Kingdom conducted a field test in England and Wales in 2017: the census test. The census test involved a total of 208 000 households that were subject to a questionnaire with the sexual self-identification question in the treatment group, and without this question in the control group. The census test was followed by a census test evaluation survey, in particular to provide further understanding of how people feel about the inclusion of a question on sexual orientation. Complete and valid interviews were carried out with 1 839 people who also responded to the census test, and with 991 people who did not respond to the census test.

The purpose of both tests was to examine potential concerns around public acceptability and data quality. The Office for National Statistics aimed to explore whether including the question had an effect on response rates for other questions. They also investigated i) whether the question on sexual self-identification itself had a high non-response rate, ii) whether it produced estimates that were comparable to the Annual Population Survey.

Public acceptability

The overall response rate for those who received the sexual orientation question was 38.6%. It was 39.0% for people whose questionnaire did not include this question. This is a difference of 0.4 percentage points, less than the maximum tolerance of 2 percentage points that coincides with thresholds set by the Office for National Statistics when testing new sensitive questions in previous censuses. Furthermore, the drop-off rate (people who stop completing the survey) at this question was very low: it was less than one in 1 500 responses. This suggests that this question does not stand out compared with the other questions. In fact, the sexual orientation question had similar online drop-off rates to the ethnic group question. Both of these have lower drop-off rates than the religion and national identity questions.
An alternative strategy is to run a victimisation survey among a sufficiently large nationally representative sample of respondents in order to include a significant share of LGBT individuals and, hence, analyse their exposure to stigmatisation, discrimination and attacks, as compared to non-LGBT individuals. In France, the inter-ministerial body in charge of combating racism, anti-semitism and anti-LGBT hatred mandated the opinion poll company IFOP to run a self-administered online questionnaire among a representative sample of 12,137 respondents in 2018: 994 respondents (8.2%) self-identified as LGBT with the majority (53%) reporting exposure to verbal and physical violence at least once in their lifetime due to their sexual orientation or gender identity. Such a sample is also conducive to analyse employment and/or health disparities across LGBT and non-LGBT respondents. To learn more about experiences of sexual and gender minorities, it is also possible to run a survey that specifically targets LGBT individuals. In 2017, the UK government asked LGBT people to answer an online survey about different parts of their lives. More than 108,000 completed the survey, making it the largest national survey of its kind anywhere in the world. Results show that, although the United Kingdom has a proud record in advancing LGBT rights, many LGBT respondents report facing discrimination. Overall, just over half of the respondents said they were comfortable being LGBT in the United Kingdom, with transgender respondents expressing the lowest comfort (Government Equalities Office, 2018[57]).

1.3.2. Enforcing anti-discrimination and equality laws

Legally prohibiting anti-LGBT discrimination and ensuring equal rights to LGBT individuals is essential for their inclusion. One cannot expect to improve the situation of sexual and gender minorities if, to begin with, the law does not protect them against...
discrimination and abuses. As an illustration, LGBT employees report lower perceived discrimination and are more comfortable being open about their sexual orientation in firms that ban discrimination against them. LGBT employees also declare greater job commitment, improved workplace relationships, increased job satisfaction and better health outcomes in these settings. Consistent with these findings, the labour earnings penalty of sexual minorities is lower in localities or firms that protect them from discrimination (Valfort, 2017[1]).

However, there is still a long way before sexual and gender minorities meet full-fledged legal recognition. For instance, only a minority of countries worldwide (37%) prohibit discrimination in employment based on sexual orientation (ILGA, 2017[59]), as compared to more than two thirds that prohibit discrimination in employment based on gender, race, religion or disability. The share of countries worldwide that have legalised same-sex marriage is even lower (14%). OECD countries perform better than the worldwide average, but they still are not the champions of LGBT-inclusive laws. For instance, only a small majority (56%) have legalised same-sex marriage in at least parts of their national territory (Figure 1.18). Moreover, enacting anti-discrimination and equality laws is not sufficient per se to protect sexual and gender minorities. These laws must also be fully enforced, meaning that reporting, recording and sanctioning of anti-LGBT offences at home, at work, on the street, online, etc. should become more systematic.

Figure 1.18. There is still a long way before sexual and gender minorities meet full-fledged legal recognition
Percentage of inclusive countries world- and OECD-wide concerning the prohibition of employment discrimination based on sexual orientation and the legalization of same-sex marriage

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Share of inclusive countries worldwide</th>
<th>Share of inclusive countries OECD-wide</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Prohibition of</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>discrimination in</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>employment based on</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sexual orientation</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(as of 2017)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Legalization of</td>
<td>89</td>
<td>56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>same-sex marriage</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(as of Jan 1, 2019)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: The 32 OECD countries that prohibit discrimination in employment based on sexual orientation as of 2017 are: Australia, Austria, Belgium, Canada, Chile, Czech Republic, Denmark, Estonia, Finland, France, Germany, Greece, Hungary, Iceland, Ireland, Italy, Latvia, Lithuania, Luxembourg, Mexico, Netherlands, New Zealand, Norway, Poland, Portugal, Slovak Republic, Slovenia, South Korea, Spain, Sweden, Switzerland, United Kingdom. The 20 OECD countries that have legalised same-sex marriage (at least in some part of their national territory) as of 1 January 2019 are: Australia, Austria, Belgium, Canada, Denmark, Finland, France, Germany, Iceland, Ireland, Luxembourg, Mexico, Netherlands, New Zealand, Norway, Portugal, Spain, Sweden, United Kingdom, United States. Source: ILGA (2017[59]) and OECD research on national laws.

Enactment and enforcement of anti-discrimination and equality laws improve LGBT inclusion not only by discouraging potential offenders, but also by shaping the social norm. Individuals perceive legal changes as reflecting evolutions in what is socially acceptable and
are willing to conform to these shifts (Tankard and Paluck, 2017[60]). Same-sex marriage or same-sex couples adoption legislation is strongly correlated with acceptance of homosexuality – see Hooghe & Meeusen (2013[61]) and Takács, Szalma, & Bartus (2016[62]) in Europe. While countries with greater acceptance of homosexuality are more likely to legalise same-sex marriage, evidence shows that legal changes do cause changes in attitudes. In Europe, for instance, acceptance of homosexuality increased much faster in countries where same-sex marriage is legal after those countries adopted same-sex relationship recognition policies (Aksoy et al., 2018[63]) – see Kreitzer, Hamilton, & Tolbert (2014[64]) and Flores & Barclay (2016[65]) for similar findings in the United States.

1.3.3. Educating people in countering their unconscious biases

Discrimination largely flows from unconscious biases (Kahneman, 2013[66]). Unconscious biases lead us to judge positively, even before we get to know them, people who are similar to us, and to “prejudge” negatively the others. Unconscious biases also largely account for stereotypes’ inaccuracy. Individuals tend to overestimate the weaknesses of dissimilar others and to underestimate their strengths, while they are prone to the opposite in face of similar others. Overall, unconscious biases contribute to minority groups, LGBT people included, being discriminated against by the majority.

Unconscious bias training should constitute a key component of any policy package aiming to improve LGBT inclusion. This training consists in making individuals aware of their unconscious prejudices and stereotypes and teaching them how to overcome them. Increasing attention is being devoted to training recruiters, managers and employees at large. In the Netherlands, the not-for-profit foundation Workplace Pride has developed LGBT inclusion training material directed at companies all over the world. In France, the 2017 Law “Equality and Citizenship” has made this training compulsory for people in charge of recruitment and human resources management in firms with 300 employees and above. In the United Kingdom, the Government Equalities Office is developing a training package to help employers and employees deal with LGBT discrimination in the workplace. Prejudice-reducing interventions at school are also critical, in order to counter unconscious biases at an early stage and combat homophobic and transphobic bullying at school that has proven to be a worldwide problem. As of today, half of European OECD countries are engaged in reducing negative representations of LGBT people among pupils, and/or in training teachers on how to create an LGBT-inclusive environment in the class (Box 1.10). That said, these actions are rarely compulsory and often restricted to specific cities or regions.

Evidence on the impact of de-biasing interventions in everyday life is scarce but shows that these interventions can be highly effective, even when they are short (Broockman and Kalla, 2016[67]). This result stems from the unique randomised field experiment on the topic. It was carried out in the context of a door-to-door operation in Florida in 2014, after the Miami-Dade County Commission passed an ordinance protecting transgender people from discrimination in housing, employment, and public accommodations. Fearing that this decision be submitted to citizens' vote and repealed, LGBT associations went door to door to have conversations with Miami-Dade voters. The results show that this brief door-to-door intervention has made voters much more open and benevolent to transgender people, and more prone to endorse the ordinance prohibiting discrimination against transgender people if asked to. These effects were still visible three months after the door-to-door operation.
Box 1.10. LGBT-inclusive education policies in European OECD Member countries

As of 2018, 14 of the 27 European OECD countries are engaged in reducing negative representations of LGBT people among pupils and/or in training teachers on how to create an LGBT-inclusive environment in the class: Belgium, Denmark, France, Germany, Iceland, Ireland, Italy, Luxembourg, Netherlands, Norway, Portugal, Sweden, Switzerland and the United Kingdom.

Belgium
Çauaria, an umbrella organisation of 120 LGBT associations, gives lectures in teacher training colleges and schools of education, but this not a mandatory subject.

Denmark
The municipalities of Copenhagen and Aarhus provide financial support to the project “Normstormerne” which offers norm-critical LGBT courses to schools and higher institutions of learning.

France
The Ministry of Education has signed partnership agreements with national civil society organisations (e.g. SOS homophobie) that are accredited by the government as “complementary associations of public education” to design school-based interventions for reducing anti-LGBT prejudice among pupils and train school staff. These interventions and training are optional.

Germany
Some federal states are active. In Saarland, the LSVD-Saar (“Lesbian and Gay Federation in Germany”) delivers school-based classes by gay and lesbian young people to talk about LGBT inclusion with the pupils. In Brandenburg, the project “Schule unterm Regenbogen” offers trainings for teachers on LGBT awareness. The state government of Berlin financially supports LGBT civil society organisations to provide training and educational materials for teachers, and school workshops for students.

Iceland
Samtökin ’78, the national queer organisation, has a contract with the Municipality of Reykjavik which includes financial support in exchange for extensive LGBT education in schools. There is also a new contract with the municipality of Hafnarfjörður which includes financial support in exchange for extensive teacher training as well as peer education for students. These are only two municipalities out of 75, but they are two of the largest ones.

Ireland
BeLonG To Youth Services, the national organisation supporting LGBT young people, provides non-mandatory training to professional educational services such as the professional development service for teachers in the national educational psychological service, and the education welfare service.

Italy
The activities of several civil society organisations a (Arcigay, Famiglia Arcobaleno, Arcilesbica, Agedo, Rete degli Studenti Medi, Progetto Alice, Scosse, Uaar, Unar) are supported by the government, in particular for the creation of campaigns or workshops in schools. In some cities and regions, associations are supported to create curricular or extracurricular activities for students and teachers.
Box 1.10. LGBT-inclusive education policies in European OECD Member countries (cont.)

**Luxembourg**

Civil society organisations and the Institut de Formation de l’Education Nationale (IFEN) offer various optional teacher and socio-educational staff trainings on creating LGBT-inclusive environment at school.

**Netherlands**

Civil society organisations (e.g. COC Netherlands or EduDivers) are active in training teachers on LGBT awareness, although this training is only optional.

**Norway**

The current action plan Safety, diversity, openness (2016) focuses on the topic of an inclusive and safe psychosocial environment in schools for LGBT children and youth.

**Portugal**

The government provides periodic support to local civil society organisations. The LGBT youth NGO Rede Ex Aequo received funding to produce materials for teachers and students, as well as a specific one-year project including teacher training and an awareness raising campaign with posters and postcards. In 2017, with the support of public funding, ILGA Portugal started a two-year project aimed at the creation of alliances in school context, with several partnerships, including municipalities, other NGOs, and victim support services.

**Sweden**

All teachers must achieve 60 credits of basic education science. As part of this compulsory training, they receive information on how to prevent and tackle discrimination in schools. In particular, the National Agency for Education provides training that specifically addresses the inclusion of LGBT people in the class. Civil society organisations, like RFSL, offer specific workshops and deliver a certificate of competency to teachers who participate.

**Switzerland**

The Department of Education of Geneva provides support to civil society organisations and partnership agreements to set-up specific programmes to prevent homophobia, biphobia and transphobia in schools in Geneva.

**United Kingdom**

Some universities or schools provide teacher training, often in collaboration with civil society organisations. In England, Stonewall, offers training to universities. Moreover, LGBT Youth Scotland works with six of the eight teacher training universities in Scotland. Through lectures, workshops and seminars, trainee teachers are signposted to LGBT inclusion resources. For the majority of these institutions this work is not mandatory, but each year, roughly 1 500 trainee teachers access these sessions. This work is currently funded by the Scottish Government.

Source: IGLYO (2018[68]).
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Notes

1. In Hungary, the Constitution prohibits same-sex marriage since 2012. In the Slovak Republic, the Parliament approved a constitutional amendment banning same-sex marriage in June 2014. In the United States, according to a draft memo leaked to The New York Times, the Department of Health and Human Services proposes to establish a legal definition of whether someone is male or female based solely and immutably on the genitals they are born with.

2. Estimates from Project SEXUS that was launched in 2017 in Denmark have not been released yet.

3. The Czech Republic, Greece and Italy are the only three OECD countries characterised by a decrease in acceptance of homosexuality. However, this pattern is likely a statistical artefact. These three countries have hosted only one survey during the 2001-2014 period, while more than two have been conducted on average in the other OECD countries. Consequently, estimates for the 2001-2014 period are based on a much lower average number of observations (N=1,444 for the Czech Republic, Greece and Italy as opposed to N=3,044 in the other OECD countries).

4. This result holds even when the effect of differences in the number of children across same-sex and opposite-sex couples is neutralized.

5. These correspondence studies test for wage discrimination by having actors inquire about the monthly wage offer, whenever recruiters call fictitious candidates back to invite them to a job interview. Although this experimental set-up is informative about differences in wages offered by the recruiter before the job interview, it remains silent about a potential wage discrimination against homosexual applicants at the hiring stage, as well as during their stay in the firm.


7. See www.worldpolicycenter.org/.
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ANNEX 1.A

Data collection on sexual self-identification and gender identity in OECD countries
Table 1.A.1. List of OECD countries that collect information on sexual self-identification in the framework of nationally representative surveys conducted by public institutions

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Country</th>
<th>Survey name</th>
<th>Provider(s)</th>
<th>Survey type</th>
<th>Sample size</th>
<th>Frequency</th>
<th>Year(s) when information on sexual self-identification was collected</th>
<th>Survey method</th>
<th>Estimates of the LGB population</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Australia</td>
<td>Australian Study of Health and Relationships (ASHR)</td>
<td>UNSW Sydney, University of Sydney, La Trobe University, University of Sussex</td>
<td>Longitudinal</td>
<td>N=20 000</td>
<td>2001-02 and 2012-13</td>
<td>Since 2001-02</td>
<td>CATI</td>
<td>ASHR 2012-13: 3.3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>General Social Survey (GSS)</td>
<td>Australian Bureau of Statistics (ABS) Melbourne Institute</td>
<td>Cross-sectional</td>
<td>N=15 000</td>
<td>Every 4 years since 2002</td>
<td>Since 2014</td>
<td>CAPI</td>
<td>GSS 2014: 2.4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Household, Income and Labour Dynamics in Australia (HILDA)</td>
<td>Melbourne Institute</td>
<td>Longitudinal</td>
<td>N=17 000</td>
<td>Yearly since 2001</td>
<td>2012 and 2016</td>
<td>CAPI and SAQ (the latter for sensitive questions such as the sexual self-identification question)</td>
<td>HILDA 2016: 3.4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Canada</td>
<td>Canadian Community Health Survey (CCHS)</td>
<td>Statistics Canada (StatCan)</td>
<td>Cross-sectional</td>
<td>N=65 000</td>
<td>Every 2 years between 2001 and 2007 and yearly since 2007</td>
<td>Since 2003</td>
<td>CAPI and CATI</td>
<td>CCHS 2016: 3.2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>General Social Survey (GSS)</td>
<td>Statistics Canada (StatCan)</td>
<td>Cross-sectional</td>
<td>N=25 000</td>
<td>Yearly since 1985</td>
<td>Since 2004</td>
<td>CATI</td>
<td>GSS 2016: 3.4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chile</td>
<td>Encuesta de Caracterización Socioeconómica Nacional (CASEN)</td>
<td>Ministerio de Desarrollo Social</td>
<td>Cross-sectional</td>
<td>N=250 000</td>
<td>Every 2 years or 3 years since 1990</td>
<td>Since 2015</td>
<td>CAPI</td>
<td>CASEN 2017: 1.9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Denmark</td>
<td>Project SEXUS</td>
<td>Statens Serum Institut (Department of Epidemiological Research) and Aalborg University (Center for Sexology Research)</td>
<td>Longitudinal</td>
<td>N=200 000</td>
<td>Every 3 to 4 years since 2017</td>
<td>Since 2017</td>
<td>SAQ</td>
<td>Data on the LGB population are not yet part of the public use files</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>France</td>
<td>Enquête “Contexte de la sexualité”</td>
<td>Agence nationale de recherches sur le sida et les hépatites virales (ANRS)</td>
<td>Cross-sectional</td>
<td>N=12 364</td>
<td>2006</td>
<td>2006</td>
<td>CATI</td>
<td>1.8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Germany</td>
<td>Socio-Economic Panel (SOEP)</td>
<td>German Institute for Economic Research (DIW)</td>
<td>Cross-sectional</td>
<td>N=30 000</td>
<td>Yearly since 1984</td>
<td>Since 2016</td>
<td>CAPI and SAQ (the latter for sensitive questions such as the sexual self-identification question)</td>
<td>SOEP 2016: 1.9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Iceland</td>
<td>Health and Well-Being of Icelanders Survey (HWBIS)</td>
<td>Directorate of Health</td>
<td>Longitudinal</td>
<td>N=10 000</td>
<td>Every 5 years since 2007</td>
<td>Since 2007</td>
<td>SAQ</td>
<td>HWBIS 2017: 2.8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Country</td>
<td>Survey name</td>
<td>Provider(s)</td>
<td>Survey type</td>
<td>Sample size</td>
<td>Frequency</td>
<td>Year(s) when information on sexual self-identification was collected</td>
<td>Survey method</td>
<td>Estimates of the LGB population</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----------------</td>
<td>-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>-------------------</td>
<td>-------------</td>
<td>----------------------------------</td>
<td>--------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>--------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>---------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ireland</td>
<td>Study of Sexual Health and Relationship (SSHR)</td>
<td>Crisis Pregnancy Agency</td>
<td>Cross-sectional</td>
<td>N=7 668</td>
<td>2005</td>
<td>2005</td>
<td>CATI</td>
<td>2.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Italy</td>
<td>Survey on discriminations by gender, sexual orientation and ethnic origin</td>
<td>Istituto Nazionale di Statistica (Istat)</td>
<td>Cross-sectional</td>
<td>N=5 863</td>
<td>2011</td>
<td>2011</td>
<td>CAPI and SAQ (the latter for sensitive questions such as the sexual self-identification question)</td>
<td>1.6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New Zealand</td>
<td>New Zealand Attitudes and Values Study (NZAVS)</td>
<td>New Zealand universities, including the University of Auckland, Victoria University of Wellington, the University of Canterbury, the University of Otago, and Massey University</td>
<td>Longitudinal</td>
<td>N=20 000</td>
<td>Yearly since 2009</td>
<td>Since 2014</td>
<td>SAQ</td>
<td>NZAVS 2014: 3.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>New Zealand Health Survey (NZHS)</td>
<td>New Zealand Ministry of Health</td>
<td>Cross-sectional</td>
<td>N=10 000</td>
<td>Periodically between 1992 and 2011, and yearly since 2011</td>
<td>Since 2014</td>
<td>SAQ</td>
<td>NZHS 2014: 3.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>General Social Survey (GSS)</td>
<td>Statistics New Zealand (Stats NZ)</td>
<td>Cross-sectional</td>
<td>N=8 000</td>
<td>Every 2 years since 2008</td>
<td>Since 2018</td>
<td>CAPI</td>
<td>Data on the LGB population are not yet part of the public use files</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Norway</td>
<td>Survey of Living Conditions</td>
<td>Statistics Norway</td>
<td>Cross-sectional</td>
<td>N=6 457</td>
<td>Every 2 or 3 years since 2005</td>
<td>2008</td>
<td>CAPI and CATI</td>
<td>1.2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sweden</td>
<td>National public health survey, Health on equal terms (HET)</td>
<td>Public Health Agency of Sweden, with the help of Statistics Sweden</td>
<td>Cross-sectional</td>
<td>Between N=20 000 and N=40 000</td>
<td>Yearly since 2004 and every 2 years since 2016</td>
<td>Since 2005 (except for 2007 and 2008)</td>
<td>SAQ</td>
<td>HET 2005-2012: 1.6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Country</td>
<td>Survey name</td>
<td>Provider(s)</td>
<td>Survey type</td>
<td>Sample size</td>
<td>Frequency</td>
<td>Year(s) when information on sexual self-identification was collected</td>
<td>Survey method</td>
<td>Estimates of the LGB population</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>----------------------</td>
<td>------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>--------------------------------------</td>
<td>-------------</td>
<td>-------------</td>
<td>------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>---------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>-------------------------------------</td>
<td>----------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>United Kingdom</td>
<td>Annual Population Survey (APS)</td>
<td>Office for National Statistics (ONS)</td>
<td>Cross-sectional</td>
<td>N=320 000</td>
<td>Yearly since 2004</td>
<td>Yearly since 2012</td>
<td>CAPI or CATI</td>
<td>APS 2016: 2.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>UK Household Longitudinal Study (UKHLS)</td>
<td>Understanding society</td>
<td>Longitudinal</td>
<td>N=50 000</td>
<td>Yearly since 2009</td>
<td>2012</td>
<td>CAPI and SAQ (the latter for sensitive questions such as the sexual self-identification question)</td>
<td>UKHLS 2012: 2.6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>United States</td>
<td>National Health and Nutrition Examination Survey (NHANES)</td>
<td>Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC)</td>
<td>Cross-sectional</td>
<td>N=5 000</td>
<td>Periodically between 1988 and 1999 and yearly since 1999</td>
<td>Since 1988</td>
<td>CAPI and SAQ (the latter for sensitive questions such as the sexual self-identification question)</td>
<td>NHANES 2009-14: 4.6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>National Survey of Family Growth (NSFG)</td>
<td>Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC)</td>
<td>Cross-sectional</td>
<td>Between N=10 000 and N=20 000</td>
<td>Yearly since 2006</td>
<td>Since 2006</td>
<td>CAPI and SAQ (the latter for sensitive questions such as the sexual self-identification question)</td>
<td>NSFG 2011-15: 5.4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>General Social Survey (GSS)</td>
<td>National Opinion Research Center (NORC)</td>
<td>Cross-sectional</td>
<td>Between N=2 000 and N=3 000</td>
<td>Yearly since 1972 (except for the years 1979, 1981, and 1992) and every 2 years since 1994</td>
<td>Since 2008</td>
<td>CAPI and SAQ (the latter for sensitive questions such as the sexual self-identification question)</td>
<td>GSS 2008-16: 4.2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>The National Intimate Partner and Sexual Violence Survey (NISVS)</td>
<td>Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC)</td>
<td>Cross-sectional</td>
<td>N=40 000</td>
<td>Ongoing since 2010</td>
<td>Since 2010</td>
<td>CATI</td>
<td>NISVS 2010: 3.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>National Adult Tobacco Survey (NATS)</td>
<td>Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC)</td>
<td>Cross-sectional</td>
<td>N=75 000</td>
<td>Periodically since 2009</td>
<td>2013</td>
<td>CATI</td>
<td>2.8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>National Health Interview Survey (NHIS)</td>
<td>Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC)</td>
<td>Cross-sectional</td>
<td>N=87 500</td>
<td>Yearly since 1957</td>
<td>Since 2013</td>
<td>CAPI</td>
<td>NHIS 2013-14: 2.8%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 1A.1. List of OECD countries that collect information on sexual self-identification in the framework of nationally representative surveys conducted by public institutions (cont.)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Country</th>
<th>Survey name</th>
<th>Provider(s)</th>
<th>Survey type</th>
<th>Sample size</th>
<th>Frequency</th>
<th>Year(s) when information on sexual self-identification was collected</th>
<th>Survey method</th>
<th>Estimates of the LGB population</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Population Assessment of Tobacco and Health (PATH)</td>
<td>Population Assessment of Tobacco and Health PATH (PATH)</td>
<td>National Institute on Drug Abuse (NIDA), National Institutes of Health (NIH), the Center for Tobacco Products (CTP), and the Food and Drug Administration (FDA)</td>
<td>Longitudinal</td>
<td>N=45 971</td>
<td>Yearly since 2013</td>
<td>Since 2013</td>
<td>SAQ</td>
<td>Data on the LGB population are not yet part of the public use files</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>National Survey on Drug Use and Health (NSDUH)</td>
<td>National Survey on Drug Use and Health NSDUH</td>
<td>Substance Abuse and Mental Health Services Administration (SAMHSA)</td>
<td>Cross-sectional</td>
<td>N=70 000</td>
<td>Yearly since 1971</td>
<td>Since 2015</td>
<td>CAPI and SAQ (the latter for sensitive questions such as the sexual self-identification question)</td>
<td>NSDUH 2015: 4.3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>National Crime Victimization Survey (NCVS)</td>
<td>National Crime Victimization Survey NCVS</td>
<td>Bureau of Justice Statistics (BJS)</td>
<td>Cross-sectional</td>
<td>N=160 000 (aged 12 and over)</td>
<td>Yearly since 1972</td>
<td>Since 2016</td>
<td>CAPI and CATI</td>
<td>Data on the LGB population are not yet part of the public use files</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: The sample to which the question on sexual self-identification is asked typically represents only a fraction of the total sample. Survey methods include CAPI (computer-assisted personal interviewing), CATI (computer-assisted telephone interviewing) and SAQ (self-administered questionnaire).

Table 1.A.2. **List of OECD countries that collect information on gender identity in the framework of nationally representative surveys conducted by public institutions**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Country</th>
<th>Survey name</th>
<th>Provider(s)</th>
<th>Survey type</th>
<th>Sample size</th>
<th>Frequency</th>
<th>Year(s) when information on gender identity was collected</th>
<th>Survey method</th>
<th>Approach to measure gender identity</th>
<th>Estimates of the transgender population</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Chile</td>
<td>Encuesta de Caracterización Socioeconómica Nacional (CASEN)</td>
<td>Ministerio de Desarrollo Social</td>
<td>Cross-sectional</td>
<td>N=250 000</td>
<td>Every 2 years or 3 years since 1990</td>
<td>Since 2015</td>
<td>CAPI</td>
<td>Two-step approach, with a different &quot;gender identity&quot; question in 2015 and 2017: possible answers in 2015 are &quot;Male&quot; and &quot;Female&quot;, while they also include &quot;Transgender&quot; in 2017.</td>
<td>2.7% in 2015 and 0.1% in 2017</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Denmark</td>
<td>Project SEXUS</td>
<td>Statens Serum Institut (Department of Epidemiological Research) and Aalborg University (Center for Sexology Research)</td>
<td>Longitudinal</td>
<td>N=200 000</td>
<td>Every 3 to 4 years since 2017</td>
<td>Every 3 to 4 years since 2017</td>
<td>SAQ</td>
<td>Three-step approach</td>
<td>Data on the transgender population are not yet part of the public use files</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>United States</td>
<td>National Adult Tobacco Survey (NATS)</td>
<td>Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC)</td>
<td>Cross-sectional</td>
<td>N=75 000</td>
<td>Periodically since 2009</td>
<td>2013</td>
<td>CATI</td>
<td>Two-step approach: possible answers for the &quot;gender identity&quot; question are &quot;Male&quot; and &quot;Female&quot;</td>
<td>0.3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Population Assessment of Tobacco and Health (PATH)</td>
<td>National Institute on Drug Abuse (NIDA), National Institutes of Health (NIH), the Center for Tobacco Products (CTP), and the Food and Drug Administration (FDA)</td>
<td>Longitudinal</td>
<td>N=45 971</td>
<td>Yearly since 2013</td>
<td>Since 2013</td>
<td>SAQ</td>
<td>One-step approach</td>
<td>Data on the transgender population are not yet part of the public use files</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>National Crime Victimization Survey (NCVS)</td>
<td>Bureau of Justice Statistics (BJS)</td>
<td>Cross-sectional</td>
<td>N=160 000</td>
<td>Yearly since 1972</td>
<td>Since 2016</td>
<td>CAPI and CATI</td>
<td>Two-step approach: possible answers for the &quot;gender identity&quot; question are &quot;Male&quot;, &quot;Female&quot;, &quot;Transgender&quot; and &quot;None of these&quot;</td>
<td>Data on the transgender population are not yet part of the public use files</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: The sample to which the question on gender identity is asked typically represents only a fraction of the total sample. Survey methods include CAPI (computer-assisted personal interviewing), CATI (computer-assisted telephone interviewing) and SAQ (self-administered questionnaire).

Source: OECD, based on country responses to the 2018 OECD questionnaire on statistical sources to identify LGBT people, as well as dataset analysis for CASEN 2015, CASEN 2017 and NATS 2013.